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I. Abstract
The JGI Annotation Pipeline is routinely used to predict genes in 
assemblies of Sanger-sequenced eukaryotic genomes. In this study we 
instead use annotation to assess competing assemblies of a single 
genome sequenced using alternative technologies. These technologies 
promise to vastly lower the cost and thus expand the output of 
nucleotide sequencing compared to the traditional Sanger method.
However, the new technologies also bring new challenges such as 
short reads and new kinds of sequence errors. At JGI we are exploring 
ways to incorporate 454 pyrosequencing into the standard JGI genome 
workflow. One way to exploit the respective strengths of 454 and
Sanger sequence may be to derive ‘hybrid’ assemblies from both. To 
rapidly and consistently assess hybrid, 454-only (20X), and Sanger-
only (4X) assemblies of the genome of the ubiquitous plant pathogen 
Phytophthora capsici, we developed a short version of our standard 
JGI Annotation Pipeline. This ‘minipipe’ predicts genes, and than 
examines 1) internal stop codons and 2) truncated homologs of genes 
of Sanger-only (8X) Phytophthora sp. Both metrics serve as 
surrogates for frameshifts resulting from sequencing errors or 
polymorphism. Our results suggest that while the rate of 454-related 
frameshifting is high, the hybrid assembly approach holds promise as 
a low-cost way of estimating the number of genes in a genome. We 
conclude that annotation is a quick and simple way to assess the
quality of novel assemblies.

II. 454 sequencing
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III. 454 vs. Sanger in genomic assembly
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V. JGI Annotation ‘minipipe’
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The JGI Annotation Pipeline performs
Genewise predictions and Smith-
Waterman (SW) alignments.
We developed an abbreviated ‘minipipe’
to rapidly assess hybrid assemblies.

*targets are proteins of other Phytophthora sp.
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VII. Assembly and minipipe results

IV. Experimental design: ‘hybrid’ assembly of 454 + Sanger
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VIII. How to distinguish between sequencing errors and polymorphisms (pseudogenes):
Pseudogenes are less likely to be transcribed, genes with errors are more likely. 
Pseudogenes are more likely to be duplicated, genes with errors are less likely.

IX. Another way to distinguish errors from pseudogenes:
Compare the same genes between assemblies.
Count Best Bidirectional Blast hits as proxies for ‘same genes’.

XI. Conclusions
1. Annotation can be used to assess assembly 

by counting frameshifted genes.
2. Our minipipe is a fast and easy tool that 

finds frameshifts and helps classify them 
as sequence errors or polymorphisms.

3. ‘Hybridizing’ 454 + Sanger data improves 
assembly over either data alone.

X. Forge Gene 99 is an example of a gene with a 454 sequencing error: 
Gene 99 has an IS, is transcribed, and is not duplicated.
Display on the JGI Genome Portal.
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